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It could have been a catastrophe'

Real 'Remember the
Titans' coaches speak
on tolerance, success
By Johnny Payne
REPORTER

Faculty and community members filled the Union Ballroom to
capacity last night, eager to see
two former football coaches who
inspired the movie "Remember
the Titans" speak about their
shared struggle against racism.
The event — "An Evening with
Coaches Bill Yoast and Herman
Boone" — was the highlight of
several events scheduled by the
University over the past month
to celebrate the life and achievements of Martin Luther King. |r.
Boone and Yoast are now
famous for having been portrayed by Denzel Washington
and Will Patton, respectively, in
the 2000 film "Remember the
Titans," a movie depicting the

Photo Provided

"WHITE': Bill Yoast showed his
passion on the field and at the
podium. Assisted Boone in their
first season together.
success of two high school football coaches who brought together a team divided by racism after
the integration of black and white
Virginia high schools in 1971.

Overnight
policy may
see change
via survey

They shared their experiences
last night in an effort to ensure
that King's message of unity and
cooperation isn't forgotten here
in Bowling Green.
"Martin Luther King had a
dream," Yoast said. "Herman and
I have been carrying that dream
on for years, but it's up to you to
carry it on."
Yoast, now 81 years old. stood
behind a blue podium set on a
stage in the middle of the Union.
On both sides of the stage were
large screens dial showed each
speaker as they presented, but
with a three-second delay.
During his passionate halfhour speech, die screens showed
Boone, now 70. making vigorous
hand gestures, sometimes even
bouncing up and down with
enthusiasm. I lis voice remained
steady and strong as he talked
about die affect King had on his
own life and the world around
him.

'■'I lis message of peace and love
was universal," Boone said. "I le is
the man to whom the world owes
a great debt of gratitude."
Yoast and Boone also spoke of
their own encounters with racism, but both offered reassurance
dial it can be overcome.
"Trust and kindness cause hostility and hate to fade away." Yoast
said. "People can work together if
they're different. It's all a matter
of respect."
Boone echoed Yoast's words.
'"Remember the Titans' isn't
about football," Boone said. "It's
about flow one can accept a person who is different from himself."
But although Yoast and Boone
had come to accept odicr's differences as they began coaching together, the)' still were faced
daily widi overt racism.
"There was a lot of anger back
then," Yoast said earlier yesterday at a press-conference in the

cleaned up for younger viewers.
Disney skirted around some
facts," he said.
He also revealed the truth
behind some of the movies more

explosive scenes,
"There was no brick that
came through my window," said
Boone, referring to a scene in

which someone attacked htm in

Photo Provided

his own house, "h was actually a
loilet-stiMil full of fa 65."
In addition to addressing the
more sensitive issues relaled to
racism, both Yoast and Boone
had the crowd laughing at various points during their separate

'BLACK': Herman Boone coached
with Bill Yoast at a newly
integrated high school. A toilet was
thrown at his house for it.

speeches,

Union. "It |the football team]
could have been a catastrophe.
The movie didn't really show all
of the volatility
Boone agreed thai the film was

Boone often — perhaps bitterly — mentioned how people
compare him with Den/el
Washington, the actor who

" I hey usually wait until you
die." Yoast said of the experience
ni having his life turned Into a

major motion-picture

COACHES. PAGE 2

Burglars hit
apartments
during long
vacations

COFFEEHOUSE ROCK

OSU students come

By Nick Carabine
REPORTED

Thanks to the Resident
Student Association, students
can now voice their opinions
on the controversial overnight
guest policy online through a
survey.
The policy, vvhich'has been
in debate for many years,
says overnight guests of the
opposite sex are prohibited
regardless of whether or not
the person lives in that particular building, off-campus
or attends the University.
On-campus residents can
gain easy access to the survey by logging on to their
MyBGSU account and clickPOLICY, PAGE 6

back shocked, told
to be more cautious
By Lisa Halverstadt
REPORTER

lii the United States a burglary
occurs every 14.7 seconds but
lauren Dressman. a senior at
Ohio Stale University, never
thought she'd be the victim
ni cine.

PitOorsmai BGNem

TRUE CLASSIC ROCKER: Bill Kirchen, featuring Dave Elliot on drums and Claude Arthur on bass, played a free show at Grounds lor
Thought coffeeshop and bookstore last night. Kirchen has been playing music for people since the late 1960s, and has opened up
for bands such as Led Zeppelin in venues across the country.

Gillmor wouldn't end spying
Bush's wiretapping ok
to a point for House
Rep, others disagree
By lacqueiine Rabe
REPORTED

For the past two years President
Bush has allowed the National
Security Agency to eavesdrop
on Americans without wanants
— and Ohio Congressman Paul
Gillmor said the president has
the right to authorize such eavesdropping.
"In extraordinary circumstances the president can go around
this process (warrants]," said
Gillmor, who represents Bowling
Green as part of the House of
Representatives' 5th District.
"But, I think whenever there is an
opportunity to do so you ought
to seek court approval to eavesdrop."
Traditionally, court-approved
warrants are required for domestic spying, but following the Sept.
11 attacks, President Bush authorized the NSA to eavesdrop on
international communications
within its borders. The NSA still
seeks warrants to monitor entirely domestic conversations.

Defenders of the NSAs actions an important process because the
said that the Ohio trucker who court debates whether they can
planned to bring down the override an American's constituBrooklyn Bridge and derail a tional right to privacy.
train in the Washington, D.C area
"It is a check on the system," she
might never have been caught if said. "The courts look at whether
the government didn't eavesdrop the search is necessary."
on his international communicaEkstrand is concerned, along
tions.
with many other Americans,
But Steven Ludd, probecause the instant a
fessor of constitutional
president is allowed
law at the University,
to conduct endless
said the way the governsearches without court
approval there will be
ment eavesdropped on
the Ohio trucker was
no one checking on the
unconstitutional.
president's intentions in
these searches.
"There is a little thing
"The reason we have
called the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights," PAUL GILLMOR the Fourth Amendment
Ludd said. "And the ends
is to protect citizens from
HOUSE REP.
don't always or hardly
unwarranted seizures on
ever justify the means."
their private lives," Ludd
In the end a terrorist might be said. "This is part of our history,
caught, but violating their rights in and President Bush has chosen to
the process isn't worth overriding circumvent this under the defense
their First and Fourth Amendment of national security."
But 61 percent of Americans feel
rights, said Victoria Ekstrand, a
journalism professor who studies that it is OK to eavesdrop without
the First Amendment
a warrant when it's goal is to fight
These amendments give the terrorism, reported CBS Evening
right to free speech and privacy. News yesterday.
Ekstrand said forcing officials to
In an AP-Ipsos poll conducted
obtain warrants to search personal
property and communications is
GILLMOR, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

First-year programs
help Keep students
By Laura Collins
REPORTER

With the University's retention
rate at 79.1 percent, the highest
it's been in years, first year experience programs are receiving
much of tlic credit.
"We are very proud of die
retention rate. It's a BGSU
record in the sense that it is the
highest in 12 years," said lohn
Folkins, vice president of academic affairs.
He added that last year the
retention rate was 77.9 percent
and the year before it was 74.2
percent.
"We had a major initiative
to increase advising for first
year students and have really
expanded that this year," he
said. "And we've got smaller
classes for first year students,
too."
In addition to the advising
changes, Folkins said much of
the reason die retention rate
has increased is due to the
implementation and expansion
of programs for freshman. He
said that the average retention
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rate of students involved in one
or more first year experience
programs is almost 20 percent higher than students not
involved in a program.
lodi Webb, director of student
affairs, agrees that the freshman
programs have had an impact.
"The University over the last
several years has put a lot of
time, energy and resources into
really trying to provide a good
experience for students during their first year," Webb said.
"That's not to say that the following years aren't imrioriant,
but we know that if students
start out in a positive manner
they are more likely to continue
it and leam some good habits and resources they can use
throughout their career."
The program. BGeXperience,
is in addition to orientation
and registration and is for all
incoming freshman. First year
students come to campus diree
days early and are put into
groups with a returning student

From Dec. 23-24, at least 12
units in her off-campus apartment complex were targeted.
"Fin in shock — ilirv broke
into every unit in my building, "she said
The burglars sick' purses,

alarm docks, clothing, jewelry,
shoes, underwear—anything
that they could carry out without calling attention to themselves,
When Dressman returned
after winter break, she was
disturbed to find empty
trash bag containers strewn
around her apartment and at
least S1,000 wort li of personal
hems missing.
Her apartment complex
wasn't the only one targeted —the Columbus Police
Department reported that 53
apartments In several complexes were hit at the same
nine.
A month later police have
leads hut haven't made
.liiv arrests in the case, but
Dressman is confident the
burglaries could'vc been prevented if her landlords were
more responsible.
"The lock for our outside
door had been broken for
weeks before the break-in,"
she said.
But Bill Graver, vice president and general of Buckeye
Real Estate, the company
Dressman rents from, blames
the burglaries on the obviousness of the students'
absence.
"The whole building was
vacant and that made it the
perfect target." Graver said,
adding that every lock in

RETENTION. PAGE 6
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Worn locks worry Students inspired by Titan coaches
BURGLARS. FROM PAGE 1

BE ON THE LOOKOUT!

COACHES, FROM PAGE 1

the aparlmeni complex was

■ Keep your lights, radios
and televisions on a timer so
it seems like someone is home
when you really aren't.

played Boone in the movie, but
still managed to keep his sense
of humor about it.
"A sense of humor is a sense
of what you could be. a sense
of what maybe you should be,"
he said.
Audience members were
glad to learn that both coaches
remain good friends to this day.

replaced Immediately after the
break-ins.
Although the population of
Columbus is 24 times that of
Bowling Green. KM statistics
reveal that B(i still faces about
11 burglaries each month.
According to Nancy leffers,
owner of B(i Lock & Key in
Bowling Green and a locksmith
for 20 years, student tenants in
cities big or small always have
a responsibility to make sure
their locks are intact.
"If the handles start getting
loose, if their keys aren't working, then that's a sign the lock's
getting worn out or somebody's
been messing around with it,"
she said.
leffers added that University
students often request deadbolt
locks with the intention of preventing intruders, but fail to use
them.
"As a locksmith I can only do
so much — students have to do
their part too," she said.
But real estate companies
have just as much responsibility
when it comes to keeping facilities safe as student-tenants do,
according to Valeric Bullard,
interim coordinator of student
programs for BGSU's Office of
Student life.
And according to Student
legal Services, landlords must
keep all locks, fixtures and
appliances they require or supply in good and safe working
order. If they aren't up to par,
students need to talk to their
landlord.
When a polite request for
a repair doesn't do the trick.
Bullard advises students to get
help from the University.
"Contact Student Legal

■ Check your locks frequently
to make sure they're efficient
and don't be afraid to approach
your landlord it there's a problem.

amazed" by Yoast's speech.
"We all might look different
on the outside, but we need to
reconcile those differences,"
DriscoU said.
Senior Esther Miller saw the
event as an opportunity to discover the true story behind the
film, which she has seen over
10 times.
"If you have the opportunity
to go out to see what really hap-

pened, then you should take it,"
she said.
And though the movie at its
core is about cooperation and
unity, some people enjoy the
football aspects just as much.
"I have a general love of football," said Nathan Armstrong,
junior. "But I also came to see
what they're gonna say and get
insight from what they went
through."

■ It you have a deadbolt lock,
use it.
■ Whenever you're going away
lor more than a lew days bring
all of your valuables with you.
■ II you won't be gone long,
make sure valuables aren't near
any windows.
■ Be wary ol having large parties that could bring in lots ot
people Somehmes those people
use the party as an opportunity
to stake out the house and then
return when no one's home.

Services and they can help a
student get the property up to
expected standards." she said.
In addition. It. Iti.ul Biller
of the Bowling Green Police
Department suggests students
make it a priority to repair their
locks and take other necessary
precautions before leaving for
an extended break.
"If you're going to be absent
for awhile, use timers to activate
lights, radios and televisions
to give the residence a lived-in
appearance, he said.
In hindsight. Dressman wishes she would've heeded similar
advice.
"Break-ins happen a lot over
breaks —I just didn't think it
would happen to me," she said.

mwm
APARTMENTS
Reivrwe FOR fm 2006
3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

S250/M0.

Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
J*-1***.
w
>- ^.

Hours:
Mon Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am I pm

GREENBRIAR, INC
www.gteenbridrrentals.com

'One step too
far/ says Univ
professor

Plankton not immune when
global temperatures swerve

GILLMOR. FROM PAGE 1

(U-WIRE) UONOLUUJ — Tiny
ocean plants called phytoplankton can be affected by climate
change, according to a study in
this week's "Nature" magazine.
The team includes microbial
biologist and oceanographer,
David M. Karl from the University
of Hawaii School of (Xxwi and
Karth Science and Technology
and his colleagues from the
Netherlands, 'the researchers
used climate models to correlate
observations at Station Aloha, a
site 100 km north of the state of
Hawaii, where physical, biological and chemical measurements
of the water column haw been
taken tor die past 20 wars.
The increase in ocean tem-

earlier this month. 56 percent felt a warrant should be
required before monitoring
communications between
Americans and suspected terrorists.
lliere is legislation that
allows the president to eavesdrop on whomever he pleases
— but only for 72 hours, after
which time he is expected
to seek a warrant. Congress
passed tire foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act in 1978, but
Bush has not used this legislation to eavesdrop in many
cases — instead he allegedly
uses his w-ar powers granted
to him under article II of die
(unstitution to eavesdrop.
"I think before he eavesdrojrs he should go to FISA for
approval when time allows it,"
GiUnior said.
'there is no excuse why die
President can't seek approval
from a court within 72 hours,
added Kdgar Landgraf, a
University professor originally
from Germany, who may or
may not have had his international communications spied
on.
"Why can't he go through die
proper procedures?'' landgraf
Bald, Hits is a characteristic of
a totalitarian state. We shouldn't
give him a free pass to supervise whomever."
Lkstrand agrees that Bush
should not be allowed to spy
on whomever without any
checks.
"It just goes one step too far."
she said. "I like to think we can
protect speech and battle terrorism at die same time."

perature produced by global
warming causes less dense
warm water at the surface to
rise and limits the mixing with
the colder water found deeper in
the ocean. The analysis suggests
that reduced vertical mixing
could cause the deep water layers of phytoplankton to oscillate
and shift.
"Deep chlorophyll layers have
been know to occur in the sea for
nearly a century, though we arc
not absolutely certain why they
form, what sustains them and
what temporal dynamics, if any,

they have,* Kad says.
These results will come as a
surprise to scientists who had
generally assumed that these

plankton bands were relatiwly
stable. The discovery that these
layers arc unstable during climate shifts indicates that the
plankton can inspire further
warming during these global
warming periods.
"The lack of vertical mixing in
theoceanduetoclimatevariability and greenhouse-gas induced
warming are already upon us,"
Karl says. "We are effectively
in the middle of a large, global scale experiment with only
a very basic and incomplete
understanding of the processes
and controls of ocean plankton dynamics. What will hapPLANTS. PAGE 6

Student harassment evens out
Study: While men are
still culprits, everyone
faces sexual gestures
By Danush Shafa
U-KIIE

LEXINGTON. Ky. — College students who are victims of sexual
harassment haw no reason to
feel alone.
A report issued by the
American Association of
University Women Tuesday
indicates that nearly two-thirds
of college students are affected
by some sort of sexual harassment, ranging from offensive
jokes and gestures to touching
and grabbing.
The study indicates that while
men are more likely to harass,
men and women are equally

likely to lie harassed on U.S.
campuses. According to the
report, 62 percent of college
students experienced some
form of sexual harassment. In
addition, 32 percent of college
students said they were victims
of physical harassment.
"These prevalent figures are
reminiscent of our own data
from the UK Women's Safety
Study, which showed that over
one-third of female students
will suffer some form of victimization while a student at UK,"
said Carol Jordan, director of the
Center for Research on Violence
Against Women at die University
of Kentucky.
"As a result, these newly
released figures don't surprise
us," Ionian said. "Rather they
remind us of the importance of

Per
Person

AMENITIES INCLUDE:

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

"We*re still friends." Yoast said.
"We're still best friends. If I need
to borrow money, I borrow it
from him. lie's still mad at me
because his offense never scored
on my defense."
Mandy DriscoU, junior, found
both coachs' speeches very
inspiring
She wrote down the quotes
she found particularly moving, and said she was "totally

the work that all of us are doing
to improve the safety of women
at this university"
The online survey, conducted
by Harris Interactive, included
students ages 18 to 24 and had
a sampling error of plus or
minus 2 percentage points. A
representative survey of 2,036
undergraduate students from
U.S. campuses revealed that 41
percent had sexually harassed
someone,
The survey also included
Bashes of frontal or rear nudity,
calling someone gay, lesbian or
a homophobic name, or spreading sexual rumors about someone as sexual harassment.
The study found some of the
most common types of physical harassment include: Being
touched, grabbed or pinched
in a sexual way. or intentionally
brushing up against someone in
a sexual way.
The findings of this report
correlate with UK's own study

Properties Co.
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Houses That Feel Like Homes

www pr9ftrr0dprop0rH0%c0.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Piedmont
• Updated Birchwood

• Mini Mall Apts.
• Triplex

May 2006 Leases
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm
SlOOO/mo

small pels allowed
- small pet* allowed
• See our website or call (or many more listings

August 2006 Leases
•849 6thSt,3bdrm
$750/mo
GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATES!

aUlaasBriliaiMt CHERRYW00D

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS

MEMBERSHIP
'.YXtSZ*
■rlvliiitli . SJUBJ

AVAILABLE!

» =

• 239 B Manvillc, 1 bdrm
$350/mo

[DEE HEALTH SPA

''T* *i-. L * la Jo«r H*arid Fool

OfFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:B-l2& I-4:30
530 S Mapl. St 41V-3S1-V37S

Fully Furnished Rooms

■ 849A 6th St., 1 bdrm
$325/mo

at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call 419-352-9392

Call or stop in

for current listing

FROBOSE RENTALS

419-352-5211
1550E. WoosterSt.

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 <A E. Wooster
122 Vi Frazee Ave.
119TroupSt.
620 3rd St.

Am
agement
Charlestown Apts.

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

( (ill to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third#4B(.
352-4380

Sign your lease for the 2006-2007 Year!
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary!
HEAT flt CABLE INCLUDED!
1520Clough St.- 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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OHIO STUDENTS PAY 45 PERCENT MORE
TOLEDO (U-WIRE) — Ohio college students are
paying 45 percent more than the national average for
public tuition at a four-year university, according to
the Ohio Board of Regents' performance review.
In the 2005-06 year, Ohio residents' tuition was an
average of $2,000 more than nation's tuition average.

CAMPUS

Ohio State clamps down on standards
Updated university
policies can result in
harsh consequences
By Megan Schmidt
HCPORTE R

Academic dishonesty cases are
on the rise in higher education,
and some universities — such
as Ohio State — have responded
with harsher penalties for those

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
IMS BG H!WS
Winners of BGSU
music competition
from all over
Student winners of the
University's College of Musical
Arts 39th annual Competitions
in Musical Performance have
been announced.
Findlay graduate student
Timothy Stulman won the
composition division and
Oakesdale graduate student
Patrick Peringer received
honorable mention.
Graduate winners in
the performance division were Soprano Kisma
Jordan of Detroit and pianist llya Blinov of Russia.
Undergraduate
winners
were violinist Shuo Wang
and pianist Ruoxu Chen,
both from China. Wang and
lordan both received audience choice awards, while
Chen was awarded the first
Outstanding Collaborative
Accompanist Award, all
worth $500.

who forge, fabricate or plagiarize in their course work.
OSU heard 539 cases of academic misconduct last year
— nearly double the amount
of the 287 cases heard five
years ago. F.ighty-five percent
of those cases resulted in disciplinary action.
But since OSU has updated
its policies on academic dishonesty, what used to be a slap on
the wrist has become a major
academic setback for students
caught cheating.
The usual procedure for those
found guilty used to be shortterm probation and a failing
grade for the assignment. Now,
the more common — and more
severe — punishment includes
an automatic failure for the class
and probation of no less than
one academic quarter. I.ast year,
40 students faced suspension for
one quarter, while six students
were expelled.
Neil Browne, chairofBGSU's

"There are a range
of penalties for
these violations
and there is a lot of
discretion left up to
the professors..."
NEIL BROWNE, FACULTY SENATE

Faculty Senate Academic
Honesty Committee, said
that although OSU may have
revamped its policies, he isn't
sure BGSU will follow.
"I have heard no discussion in any constituencies that
would suggest that our penalties
|for academic dishonesty] will
become harsher." he said.
But USG President Aaron
Shumaker said he is currently
working to make some changes
to the University's current policy.
"I can definitely say there is a
willingness by senior administrators in Academic Affairs to hear

our concents and make changes
to the current policy," he said.
Shumaker added that creating
stronger penalties for academic
misconduct isn't the answer —
and isn't what he is rallying for.
Instead, he wants to see
a change in the hearing process for students accused of
cheating.
According to the 2005-2006
Student Handbook, students
charged with a first offense violation of BGSU's academic honesty policy must attend a conference with both the instructor
who accused them and the dean
of the academic department to
discuss evidence.
In this situation, the instructor has "original jurisdiction,"
and decides what the penalty
will be if the student is found
guilty. If it's a second offense
case or if the punishment will
involve suspension or dismissal
from the University, the dean
makes the final determination.

getalife
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http-J/oCTIs.bgsu.oluy

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Tech Info Table
The Technology Dept. will be display! a go carl to intorm students
about the BG Grand Prix.
Union Lobby

9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Suckers Sale
Omega Phi Alpha will sell suckers
lor the Heartwalk Foundation and
give away bracelets and heart pins
for a donation.
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Jane Elliott Event Advertising.
Sponsored by UA0
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Literacy Caravan Into, Sponsored by

Shumaker said this procedure
is unfair to students because
they have to "match wits with a

Ph.D.," during the conferences,

and can be taken advantage
of using this system, allowing
instructors to give harsher punishments than what is deserved.
But regardless of who selects
the consequences. Browne said
that in most academic misconduct cases instructors are much
more likely to opt for a gentler
punishment, even though there
are a variety of options from
which to choose.
Faculty can elect for penal
ties as severe as expulsion or as
light as awarding no credit for
the assignment
"The most common penalty
I see is a failing grade for that
assignment only." he said.
"I here are a range of penalties
for these violations and there
is a lot of discretion left up to
the professors, who are usually
pretty lenient*

But Browne also said jusl
hie atue the OSU statistics slum
a spike in the number oi aca
demic misconduct cases, "It
would he unfair to |ust assume
we're having an onslaught of
cheaters." because what defines
academic dishonesty can
change year to year. I le said he
thinks this could account for the

im reasein < asesoccurring.
shumaker said Implementing
a warning svsicin could allevi
ate such a problem.
"I think In 99 percent of i ases
the system is fair," hi1 said.

"But there is that small percent
where the cases are just vague
and students are Inadequateh,
represented."
The Associated Press <<mtriliuted in thh report.

Asian Communities United
Union Lobby
Noon - S p.m.
Healing a Campus 2006
Into, Sponsored by Kingdom
M'Powerment
Union Lobby
5 p.m.
Bowling Green Flute Fest
Free and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

Church olthe Good Shepherd
5589 Holcomb Rd, Way*
www gni i

419.287.3757
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OPINION

"So, yep, folks are stretched here but they
certainly accomplish their mission, and the
forces that you've seen on the ground are
absolutely magnificent."
Gen. George Casey on iroops in Iraq.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Guest policy efforts are in vain

The University is far beyond
the days of separate men's and
women's residence halls and 11
p.m. curfews for students.
But we are not quite to the
point when1 co-eds may choose
to live in dorm rooms together
— as roommates at some universities have done.
Somewhere in the middle lies
the University's overnight guest
policy — deemed long ago to be
unenforceable and obsolete.
Officially the policy states that
overnight guests of the opposite

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the overnight
guest policy needs to be
changed? Send an E-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
sex are prohibited, regardless of
whether or not the person lives in
that particular building, off campus, or attends the University.
The policy also states that

members of the opposite sex may
visit each other's rooms at any
hour, but it stipulates they may
not spend the night together.
This second part of the policy
makes it virtually unenforceable.
The overnight guest policy
is a long contended issue that
members of the Resident Student
Association have recently brought
again to the agenda.
In order to aid in finding a solution, USA has posted an online
survey for student feedback, in
hopes they may find a new solu-

tion to an old problem.
RSA members have high
hopes that the ease of taking the
survey online will create a high
response rate.
In reality though, how big is the
overnight guest policy problem?
Many see it as an essential
aspect of die bureaucracy which
exists mostly to appease students' parents.
We are adults now, and the
policy is loose and very often violated — so is it really worth the
effort to make the changes?

As the policy stands it is easily broken, but if someone has
a complaint about his or her
roommate, die policy exists to
fairly punish whomever breaks
the rules.
Kent
State
and
Ohio
Universities have both made
changes to their overnight guest
policies — but our suspicions are
diey arc broken equally as often
as the University's policy,
FJiminating the policy isn't an
option because students need
to be held accountable for their

actions as it becomes necessary.
Why not focus money and
efforts on problems in the residence halls that despcnltely need
a solution, such as the common
occurrence of vandalism and
false fire-alarms?
These problems are costing
the University money, whereas
any changes in the overnight
guest policy will appease freshman parents' worries — but it
won't create a new solution that's
actually enforceable while maintaining students' freedoms.

Ruling safeguards federalism pgQpjj; Kanye's portrayal
ON THE STREET offends Christians

NATHAN
ALDAY

U-V/m
The Reflector
Mississippi Stale University
The Supreme Court recently
ruled that the federal
Controlled Substances
Act does not apply to Oregon's
assisted suicide statutes, thus
allowing the physician-assisted
suicides to proceed in the state
without interference from the
U.S. lustice Department.
As noted by New York limes'
writers Timothy Fgan and Adam
I jptak. the ruling is "narrow and
technical" and does not recognize a right to suicide. However,
by preventing the lustice
1 department from stretching its
authority, the ruling takes two
positive steps,
It protects federalism, one of
the best features of American
government, and creates a jurisdiction where physician-assisted
suicide is legal.
Federalism divides sovereign
power between the states and
the federal government.
In principle, the federal government and the states each
have certain spheres of power.
Some of the areas, like taxation.
overlap.
Others an' supposed to be the
exclusive domain of either the
states or the federal government.
I listorically, the states' powers
have suffered as the federal government's have increased-not
necessarily a good thing.
While large, expensive projects
such as the national defense
and diplomacy and protection
of established legal rights are
naturally national responsibilities, smaller or more focused
projects and newer or less widely
accepted ideas and methods in

government better fit the states.
State governments an' more
accessible than the federal government and. ideally, respond
faster to problems because they
have less bureaucratic inertia
and fewer viewpoints to compromise over.
Also, they tend to reflect
regional views better, allowing
Americans to both benefit from
the overarching protections of
the federal government while
enjoying die convenience of
state governments tailored to
their local lifestyles and customs.
Having state governments that
do not necessarily follow the
federal line also allows new ideas
in government to be tested on
a limited basis. If an idea is successful, other states, or possibly
the federal government, may
adopt it as well.
Too often, reformers in government have no real world
evidence to support their good
theories, leaving voters and lawmakers with no way to discern
which ideas will improve the
nation and which will harm it.
Instead of listening to the
talking heads with their partisan
debates and endless rhetoric on
FoxNews and CNN, we can test
new ideas in die real world.
Women's suffrage and interracial marriage an two formerly
controversial ideas that are now
unquestioned. Both began in
single states and spread as practice proved their validity.
Currently, several controversial issues can be addressed by
allowing the individual states
to try the waters: legalization of
marijuana, same sex marriage
and civil unions, socialized
medicine and assisted suicide.
Overall, assisted suicide is a reasonable concept and should not
be subject to government ban.
Oregon will serve as a test case
for refining how the law can best

address the concept.
The idea of government making suicide illegal is absurd.
Governments exist to protect an individual's rights from
infringement by others-not by
self-limitation.
While I agree that suicide
is immoral, the government's
place is not to dictate moral
and immoral but to guarantee
that each of us may act in what
we believe to be a moral fashion. Because suicide does not
limit anyone else's moral choices, the government should not
ban suicide.
Assisted suicide, however, is a
somewhat different manner. If
someone asks for help in suicide,
particularly if he lacks the ability-possibly through paralysis-to
kill himself, then assistance from
someone not morally opposed
to suicide makes sense.
I lowcver, any statute that differentiates assisted suicide from
murder is potentially subject
lo abuse.
Murders could be disguised
as assisted suicides. Extensive,
hard-to-counterfeit documentation is necessary to protect people from misunderstandings or
deliberate murders. Many oilier
issues surround assisted suicide.
Should doctors be die only
one's allowed to assist in suicide? To what extent should a
suicide assistant lie certified and
licensed? All of these questions
require evidence and real worid
experience to answer wisely.
In checking the lustice
Department's attempt to prohibit assisted suicide in Oregon,
the Supreme Court is allowing
federalism to function by helping the people learn the best way
to govern.
Oregon, by its voters' choice,
will provide the first testing
ground for a controversial new
idea in American government.

Are Kanye West's
actions for publicity or
is he real?

BRANDON LANDER
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

"He's for real because
of the way he raps
and how he relates to
college kids."

JUMAJ
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY

"He's got enough
attention, what else
does he want?"

MARIE ZINGAR0
JUNIOR, SPECIAL
EDUCATION

"I believe Kanye West
actually believes in
what he's doing and
it's not all for
publicity."
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"I think it's all about
business. He wants to
be known."

oiling Stone magazine is
coming out with a cover
ALAN
kof Kanye West mockCALCATERRA
ing lesus. West is shown with
Opinion
Columnist
thorns atop his head and blood
dripping down his face with the •
How can a picture like that
headline reading the "Passion
be offensive in the '90s but its
of Kanye West."
all of a sudden OK to do it now?
This portrayal of West as lesus
This is nothing but a way to get
is shot-king and offensive to me
Kanye West back in the media
and all Christians. This isn't
for doing something shocking,
much of a surprise coming from
a liberal magazine that seems to
like what he said about George
Bush not caring about black
throw morals and family values
out die window.
people at a Hurricane Katrina
telethon.
Tim Wildmon, who's presiThis also happens to come
dent of die American Ifemity
out a week before the Grammy's,
Association, said, "Of course,
for which he's been nominated
that doesn't surprise me too
much for Rolling
for eight awards. In
my opinion, this is
Stone. To them,
using Kanye West
"This
nothing but a publicity stunt to get people
as lesus in this way
portrayal
of
to buy more of his
would probably be
West as Jesus records because of
no different than
using him as any
shocking things
is shocking die
he does.
other icon. This is
and
an issue of corpoI also believe this
is another way to get
rate responsibility."
offensive
to
people to actually
This cover is
me and all watch the Grammy's
sacrilegious and
an insult to all
Christians." since they have been
Christians because
receiving low ratit mocks our savior.
ings — like many
What Kanye West
other awards shows.
is doing is wrong and Christians
I know Rolling Stone is going
to have high sales because of
shouldn't let this slide.
this controversy and 1 think
Charnainc Yoest, vice president of the Family Research
they should be ashamed to try
Council, said, "The real story is
to make money on mocking a
Rolling Stone mocking millions
Christian figure.
They know this is very insultof Christians in this country
ing but why would Rolling Stone
and worldwide who believe in
lesus Christ. Let's just imagine
care if they know they're going
to make huge sales from this?
they did this with Mohammed
or one of the world's other
The actual Kanye West article
is nothing but him going off on
major religions.
tangents like talking about how
"There would be a huge outcry,
he got addicted to pornography
bin not with Christianity. They
diink they can attack Christianity and his comments about what
widi impunity."
he said at the telethon.
Many other Christian are
He is also posing as
speaking out diat Rolling Stone
Mohammed Ali in another picture which goes to show how big
would go so far as to mocking
his ego is. He even comments in
one of the most famous figures
the article about how great he
in Christianity.
Bill Donahue, president of
is. I don't see this greatness from
him. All I see is another celebrity
the Catholic league, said, "At
just trying to be shocking and
first glance, it appears that both
political and thinking this will
Kanye West and Rolling Stone
make them more money.
are equally culpable of misappropriating Catholic iconograThis is just another attack on
phy. But on closer inspection, it
Christians by liberals, similar to
looks like Rolling Stone deserves
the Christmas issue regarding
"Merry Christmas" versus "Happy
the lion's share of the blame."
Holidays." This is also just
This isn't the first time that
Rolling Stone posed someone
another celebrity doing something offensive; this time, as in
as lesus. A couple years ago
Howard Stem posed in the same
many other occasions, it happens to be aimed at Christians
way Kanye West did for Rolling
Stone but it was rejected as
being too offensive.
Send comments to Alan at
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New planet discovered
Exoplanets found
in the constellation
Sagittarius by team
By Malcom Ritter
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEVV YORK — Astronomers say
they've found what may be the
smallest and most distant planet
known to be orbiting a star outside our own solar system.
The work suggests that
such small rocky or icy planets may be more common in
the cosmos than lupiter-sized
gas giant planets, researchers said. The discovery also
indicates the power of a relatively new method of finding
such ."exoplanets."
All of the exoplanets discovered so far around distant

stars are larger than Earth.
The newly found planet is
about 5.5 times the mass of
Earth, making it much smaller
than most of the 160 previous
exoplanet discoveries.
It appears to be less massive than another small planet
found recently, but because
of uncertainties in estimating
mass that isn't known for certain, the scientists said.
The finding was reported in
the journal Nature by a team of
researchers from 12 countries.
Similarly, at a distance of
more than 20,000 light years
from Earth, it is probably the
most distant such planet yet
found, said study co-author
David Bennett of the University
of Notre Dame. But distance
estimates are too uncertain

to be highly confident of that,
he said.
In any case, the planet
appears to be' much too cold
to sustain life, probably reaching no more than minus 364
degrees, the researchers said.
It orbits its star about 2.6 times
the distance between Earth
and the sun.
The planet lies in the constellation Sagittarius, close to the
center of the Milky Way.
Nearly all theknown exoplanets have been detected by their
gravitational tug on the stars
they orbit, which makes the
stars wobble. The new planet is
the third to be uncovered by a
different technique, which uses
the fact (hat a celestial body's
gravity bends light like a cosmic
glass lens.

N»S» Illustration

BEYOND THE MILKY WAY: The illustration shows what astronomers say may be the smallest and most
distant planet known to be orbiting a star outside our solat system. It is five times as massive as Earth.

Metro areas going
through recession

Palestinian leader receives mixed views
World leaders push
Hamas to recognize
Israel, cease violence
ByRaviMessman
tMl ASSOCIATED PRESS

RAMAIJAII.Wcst Bank-Islamic
militant I lamas' landslide victory
in Palestinian elections unnerved
the world yesterday, darkening
prospects for Mideast peace and
ending four decades of rule by the
corruption-riddled Fatah Party.
The victory stunned even
llamas leaders, who mounted
a well-organized campaign but
have no experience in govemment.They offered toshare power
with ("resident Mahmoud Abbas,
the Fatah chief, who said he may
go around the new government
to talk peace with Israel.
Underscoring the tensions
between die secular Fatah and
fundamentalist llamas, about
3,000 suptrartcrs of the militant
groupmarched through Ramallah
and raised their parry's green flag
over the Palestinian parliament.
Fatah supporters tried to lower
the banner. The two sides fought
for about 30 minutes, throwing
stones and breaking windows in
die building.
Abbas had yet to decide how
closely to work with a group that
built its clout through suicide
bombings. But his Fatah Party
decided not to join a Hamas government, Fatah legislator Saab
Erekat said.
"We will be a loyal opposition
and rebuild the party," Erekat
said after meeting with Abbas.
Leaders across the world
demanded that Hamas, which
is branded a terror group
by the U.S. and European
Union, renounce violence and
recognize Israel.
"If your platform is the destruction of Israel, it means you're not
a partner in peace, and we're
interested in peace." President
Bush said.
Acting Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert said Israel will not
negotiate with a Palestinian government that includes llamas
members, and senior Cabinet
officials held an emergency meeting to discuss the repercussions of
die vote. Acting Foreign Minister
Tzipi Uvni asked the EU not to
deal with a "terror government."
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VICTORY: Palestinian supporters of Hamas celebrate their victory in
parliamentary elections, in the West Bank town of Ramallah.

Hamas leaders immediately
took to the international — and
even Israeli — airwaves to send
out a moderate message.
"Don't be afraid," Ismail
Haniych, a Hamas leader, told
the BBC.
Mahmoud Zahar, another
Hamas leader, said the group
would extend its year-old truce if
Israel reciprocates. "If not, then 1
think we will have no option but
to protect our people and our
land," he said.
At a victory news conference
late yesterday, however, Haniych
said Hamas will "complete
the liberation of other parts of
Palestine." I le did not say which
territories he was referring to or
how he would go about it.
Hamas has largely adhered
to the cease-fire declared last
February, while a smaller militant group. Islamic lihad, carried
out six suicide bombings against
Israelis during that period.
Abbas said he remained
committed to peace talks and
suggested they be conducted
through the Palestine Liberation
Organization rather than the
PalestinianAuthority.Thatcould
help him sidestep a Hamas-run
government in peace talks.
"I am committed to implementing the program on which

you elected me a year ago," he
said in a televised speech. "It
is a program based on negotiations and peaceful settlement
with Israel."
Hamas won a clear majority
in Wednesday's vote, capturing
76 of the 132 seats in parliament,
according to official, near-complete results released yesterday.
One election official calculated
the percentage of the popular
vote for each party, but officials
later said the calculations were
not complete.
Four victorious independents
were also backed by Hamas.
Fatah, which has dominated
Palestinian political life since
the 1960s but alienated voters
because of rampant corruption,
got 43 seats. The remaining seats
went to smaller parties.
Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureiaand his Cabinet resigned
to make room for a Hamasled government.
The Islamic group quickly
reached out to Abbas to try to
work out a partnership, I laniyeh
said, adding that he did not
expect the Palestinian leader, who was elected last year,
to resign.
llamas leaders had said
before the vote they would be
content to be a junior partner in

the next government The group
campaigned mainly on cleaning up the Palestinian Authority
— downplaying the conflict
with Israel — and Zahar said
yesterday that llamas planned
to overhaul the government.
"We are going to change every
aspect, as regards the economy,
as regards industry, as regards
agriculture, as regards social aid.
as regards health, administration,
education," he said.
Some experts believed the
I lamas victory would force it to
moderate. Others feared it would
embolden the group to remake
Palestinian life in keeping with
its stria interpretation of Islam.
• "We don't want the Palestinian
people and cause In be isolated.
We don't want a theocracy.'' said
independent lawmaker Hanan
Ashrawi. "llamas promises
reform, sure they will do that,
I would like to see reform. Bui
what worries me is things like
legislation on education, culture, social welfare, the ramifications for peace in the future."
llamas' victory was cheered
in the Arab world, though many
said they feared the group would
become even more radical
under pressure from its hardline backers, Syria and Iran.
The rise of llamas was certain to be a key issue in Israel's
March 28 election.
"Today, Hamastan was
formed, a representative of Iran
and in the image of the Taliban,"
said Benjamin Netanyahu,
leader of the opposition Likud
Party, labor Party politician Ami
Ayalon, a former head of the
Shin Bet security service, said
Israel might have to change the
route of its West Bank security
barrier because of the Hamas
victory.
Immediately upon taking
power, Hamas will be confronted with an avalanche of issues,
including what to do about
the Palestinian security services, which are comprised of
hard-core Fatah members, said
Basem Ezbidi. a political science
professor at the West Bank's Bir
Zeit University. "It's not going
to be easy lor llamas to govern
these bodies," he said.

Outsourcing part
of Midwest's lack of
economic growth
By Hope Yen
THE
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Democrats try to
halt confirmation
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Die-hard Democratic critics
of Supreme Court nominee
Samuel Alito threatened
to block a vote on his confirmation yesterday, and
Republicans countered
with a move designed to
ensure his approval by earty
next week.
"It is time to establish an
end point" in the debate
over President Bush's selection to replace Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor, said Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frisl,
R-Tenn.
The Senate will vote
Monday on cutting off
debate. If Alito's supporters
get 60 votes in the 100-mcmber body, the confirmation
vote will follow on Tuesday.
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WASHINGTON — Higher productivity and more jobs fueled
growth in the nation's urban
areas in 200-1, hut declines in
maiuifacturingcould spell trouble for the Midwest, according
to a new report.
The study by Clobal Insight,
released yesterday by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, paints
a mixed picture for the nation's
361 metropolitan areas. It
found that cities' economic output rose 4.4 percent in
2004. the highest in a decade,
accounting lor much of the
nation's4.2 percent risein gross
domestic product.
Bui declines in manufacturing due in pan to outsourcing
will contribute to a softening
of the nation's overall output,
with blows to cities such as
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit
and Pittsburgh.
"While metros drive the economic health of our nation,
and we arc pleased that the
nation as a whole is growing,
many of our metros are still
struggling with global competitive pressures thai will challenge us in the coming decade,"
said Detroit Mayor Kwamc
M. Kilpatrick.
"We need a stronger partner
in the federal government to
help us through the |>eriod,"
he said.
The report found that workers in the top 10 sectors that lost
jobs through the end of 2003,
including manufacturing,
retail trade and utilities, earned
average wages of S43.629.
But the top 10 sectors that
gained in the jobs recovery
from 2004-2005 — including health care, construction,
retail trade and state government —averaged S34.378. That
21 percent decline in average
wages for the nation's top sec-

tors will contribute to a softening in the growth of the gross
domestic product in 2006
— to an estimated 3.4 percent
from 3.6 percent last year, the
report said.
nienationsrecessioiisparked
by the collapse of the tech
bubble In die late 1990s ended
in 2(101. but the jobs market
remained stagnant until 2004,
as the recovery spread unevenly
across the nation.
The report found that by
the end of 2004, 220 of the
nation's 361 metropolitan
areas had recovered die number of jobs they lost during the
recession. Another 42 cities,
including Atlanta, Dallas New
York and Seattle — will have
regained their jobs by the end of
this year.
That leaves 99 metropolitan areas — including Boston,
Denver, San Francisco and cities
in the Midwest — still lagging.
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Programs improve performance
RETENTION, FROM PAGE 1
and a faculty member, Webb said.
The BGeXperience is a way for
students to get a broad overview
of the University and exposure to
what the course work will be like.
"The BGeXperience has had a
huge impact because it gives students a chance to know a faculty
member, which will be one of their
instructors, and other students,"
ttfcbbsaid.
Other optional programs
include Springboard, which allows
students to work in a one-on-one
setting with a personal coach to
develop communication, leadership and problem solving skills,
and UNTV100 courses, where students learn about time management, study skills, library and wellness resources, Vtebb said.

"Both are popular courses for
first year students," Webb said.
"They are not required, but a lot
of students take those courses. I
think students know that sometimes they need assistance in a
more structured way."
Another option for students is
the residential learning communities. They are developed between
resident life and academic
departments to connect the two.
Students have faculty and some of
their classes in the residence halls.
"We are really looking at the
whole student and trying to help
students be successful both inside
and outside of the classroom,"
Webb said. "And we know that
they need to be successful in both
areas in order for them to do well
at BGSU."
Former student Josh Kessler

attended the University for two
years before he transferred to
Owens Community College. He
said that while he enjoyed the college atmosphere at the University,
Owens was a Ixuter option for
him.
"The main reason I transferred to Owens was because of
the cheaper classes," Kessler said.
"Also, die classes fit into my schedule better and helped me save
money."
While tuition is often a factor
in people transferring or leaving
colleges, holkins is confident that
the higher retention rate will help
that too
"With students staying here, the
University receives more income
and that will keep the niition
increases down and help balance
the budget. So we all win."

Overnight policy has loopholes
POLICY, FROM PAGE 1
ing on the "Community" tab.
Students then need to click
on the "Resident Student
Association
Community"
where they can find the
survey link located under
"Announcements."
The survey is being offered so
RSA can better defend their reasoning to change the policy.
"It includes various questions
designed to gel the widest range
of feedback from students,"
Stein said. "This way we can
determine what the students
want in regard to the policy."
Stein believes the only way
for the policy to change is to get
as much support from on-campus residents as possible, and
it doesn't get much easier than
taking a survey.
"We feel strongly that a
change can be made but only
time will tell," she said. "I hope
that with enough student participation, administrators will
begin to realize that this is a
change students strongly desire
and will act accordingly to
change the policy."
The policy, in fact, is not easy

Is focusing resources on this policy
to enforce.
Ashlee Rauckhorst, presi- even worth it? See our opinion. PAGE 4
dent of RSA, has been trying
to change the policy for years
now because she says that it has from residents living on cammany flaws.
pus. They now allow members
"As it stands, the overnight of the opposite sex to stay overguest policy is unenforceable night on the weekends.
and contradictory," Rauckhorst
Michael Lambert, freshman,
said. "The policy states that res- believes that the University's
idents have 24-hour visitation policy should follow the footrights, yet guests of the oppo- steps of these other schools as
site sex cannot spend the night. well.
How is spend the night defined?
"I have heard that this policy
It seems to me that RAs, hall is only kept to appease the pardirectors and residents all tend ents of undergrads," Lambert
to define it a little differently."
said. "This isn't high school,
Rauckhorst has presented though. 1 think we are a little
attempts to change the policy beyond mommy and daddy
to the Office of Residence Life holding our hands to make it
in the past but was always told through life."
she needed more facts and staLambert will be taking the
tistics from students to get it survey to make sure his voice is
changed.
heard and so that he can be one
She hopes that the survey will of many lo speak their minds
present overwhel mingstatistics against this policy. He would
to both the Office of Residence like nothing better than to sec it
Life as well as to President being changed,
liibeau.
"It is outdated and it's a stupid
Changes have been made at attitude that has been handed
other schools. Kent State and down since the Victorian era,"
Ohio University have altered lie said. "Perhaps our society
their overnight guest policies in should wake up and realize we
order to accommodate requests are all sexual beings."

Future of sea
creatures
threatened

Harassment reports
often just dismissed
a big deal" even though it
made victims feel "helpless" or
"horrible."
"There are common lessons
for us to leam from our own
UK study and from the study
just released by the AAUW,"
lordan said. "First, these forms
of victimization happen to far
too many students: Female
and male, from all walks of life,
and from all races and ethnicities. The second discomforting
similarity is that most students
who have these experiences
do not tell."
According to lordan, communication is key to preventing trouble on campus.
"Of all the things we are presendy doing to make UK safer
for all those who live and learn
here, I hope most of all that we
communicate this: If this ever
happens to you, or if you ever
feel afraid, you can tell."

STUDY. FROM PAGE 2
of sexual assaults and stalking. Much of the university's
campus safety initiatives have
been driven by the increasing
incidence of sexual assault on
campus in recent years.
"The study is an important
reminder of what we have
been saying now for two years
at UK: That these forms of
abuse and victimization touch
the lives of way too many students and that diese behaviors
cannot be tolerated in a university environment where we
want students to reach their
fullest academic potential,"
lordan said.
The national study also
found that less than 10 percent of all students report
sexual harassment to a school
employee. Most student victims say the incident was "not

PLANTS, FROM PAGE 2
pen when the surface ocean
changes its acidity? What will
happen when the surface
ocean becomes more stratified and further isolates the
sea surface from the large
supply of nutrient below the
lighted zone? What will happen when human activities
and land use practices begin
to influence the amount of
fixed nitrogen entering the
coastal zone or the amount
of iron rich dust in theatmosphere?Theseare important,
unresolved questions that
will need to be addressed."
This study is funded by
the U.S. National Science
Foundation, the F.arth and
Life Sciences Foundation
and
the
Netherlands
Organization for Scientific
Research.

Fake passport ring that may have
supported terrorists is torn up
Counterfeits were
used to enter the
United States, Europe

Palestinian group Hamas, said
acting Attorney General lorge
Armando Otalora.
The counterfeit Colombian,
Spanish, Portugese and
German passports were used
to enter the United States and
Europe, he said.
Nineteen people were arrested in yesterday's raids, which
were carried out in collaboration with U.S. authorities, the
attorney general's office said.
Four lordanian citizens were
among those arrested, Manuel
Saenz, head of foreign immigration for the DAS secret police,
said on Caracol television. Eight
people are being sought inside
the United States for extradition
to Colombia, Otalora said.
Authorities first suspected
the existence of a criminal gang
that had penetrated Colombia's
federal bureaucracy and secret
police in 20O2, when three Iraqi

By Joshua Goodman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOOOTA.Colombia—Colombia
has dismantled a false passport
ring with links to al-Qaida and
Hamas militants, the acting
attorney general said yesterday
after authorities led dozens of
simultaneous raids across five
cities.
The gang allegedly supplied
an unknown number of citizens from Pakistan, lordan, Iraq,
F.gypt and other countries with
false passports and Colombian
nationality without them ever
stepping foot in the country.
An undisclosed number of
those arrested are wanted for
working with die al-Qaida terror network and the militant

citizens were captured entering Colombia on false Israeli
passports.
Colombian authorities began
to covertly trail and film suspects to unveil a criminal network with the help of their U.S.
counterparts,.
The eight wanted by federal
authorities in Florida on charges of abetting illegal immigration rings and collaborating
with terrorist groups include a
lordanian national and a DAS
detective, Colombian authorities said.
Authorities didn't say if they
believed any Colombian terrorist groups were involved in the
scheme.
U.S. officials have longfeared
al-Qaida could take advantage
of corrupt government officials and weak institutions to
launch an attack from south of
the border.
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A wallc d own Coventry

Road

Eclectic shops show personality
By Stephanie Guigou
ASSISTANT PULSE EDITOR

Bring your biker uncle. Take
your emo friend. Drag your
significant other. Heck,
invite your grandmother.
Cleveland's eclectic Coventry
Road has all of their interests
plus yours covered on one
street.
A diverse array of entertainment, book, clothing and
home interior shops neighbor two theaters and an even
more diverse amount of restaurants along a quarter-mile
road in Cleveland Heights,
located about 140 miles east
of Bowling Green.
Although it's a small road,
"Coventry Village" — as the
community calls it — has
an eccentric 40-year history.
While it once was a groovy
hangout for hippies in the
1960s, Coventry Road became
the hot spot for the biker gen-

eration in the 1970s.
Stores like Passport to Peru,
which carries all kinds of organic
nature-wear, and Sunshine Too,
with walls of leather jackets, are
shops that mark the strip's history
while continuing to grab people's
attention.
But Coventry Road is not
just a walk down memory lane.
Ground Moor Theater, a comedy
house open five days a week, is
located, humorously enough,
on the second floor of a theater
now turned into a gigantic sports
bar. The production group entertains their regular audiences with
sketches, improv, stand-up and
"B-movies."
Several doors down, the Grog
Shop waits patiently for nighttime, when a mob of young and
old squeezes into the dark bar.
According to the bartender,
lohn Neely, the 13-year-old hot
spot plays mostly alternative
music, hardcore punk and some

reggae, but it's all original music.
"If you're not creative, you're
not playing in here." said Tom
Bagley, a three-year patron of
the bar. He also said the Londonbased group Oasis opened their
U.S. tour at the Grog, and buses
of music groups come from all
over each day of the week for
shows.
And so do Grog's customers.
Neely said he's had phone calls
from people in Indiana asking for
directions.
"It's like the C.B.G.B.S or something," Tom Bagley said. "People
are waiting out in the snow to
get in."
Those less inclined to the noise
of night time can check out the
used bookstore Mac's Backs,
which is connected to Tommy's,
a famous vegetarian, vegan
and special diet restaurant on
Coventry. Although Mac's Backs
COVEMTRY, PAGE 9

Small road, big taste

4 +

been given the 'Best Breakfast
in Cleveland' award for their
'lust ring bell for service' is homemade dishes.
Mary Haley, co-owner of The
written on a note card outside the pick-up window at Inn on Coventry, takes pride in
her restaurant with her awards
Geppetto's Pizza and Ribs.
It doesn't take much to mounted on the wall behind
get something to eat when the cash register.
"Mom and pop restaurants
you are on Coventry Road
in Cleveland Heights, and are hard to do these days,"
wandering through all of the Haley said.
Haley's 92-year-old mother
shops offered on Coventry
is the cook in the restaurant,
can work up an appetite.
Within five city blocks, churning out fruity pancakes,
the 15 restaurants and seven eggs benedict, specialty French
bars along Coventry Road toast and more every Sunday
offer shoppers and visi- morning for the local crowd
tors everything from a slice since the old days when The
of pizza to Japanese miso Inn was one of only four restaurants on Coventry.
soup.
Even before The Inn,
At breakfast time, a small
restaurant named The Inn Tommy's was established
on Coventry can literally in 1972. Tommy himself has
serve up the best. For the
past two years. The Inn has
FOOD. PAGE 8
By Candice tones
REPORTED

Local bars bring the dark side to light
Main Street pubs now
feature 'goth night' for
the area's night owis
By Mike Robinson
REPORTER

If you've ever walked through
downtown Bowling Green on a
Wednesday night, you've probably heard the extremely loud
music reverberating from Sky
Bar and Uptown.
Both bars play host to "Goth
nights" on Wednesday evenings. Sky Bar, which seems to
attract a large and diverse crowd,
hosts the Industrial Gothic
Underground Night, also known
as IGUN.
The founder of IGUN is Mike
Vatan, also known as "The
Gothfather." He runs operations
for IGUN and is also a professional I )|
According to its Web site, igunoh.com, IGUN is "a collection
of people looking for a safe environment to share ideas, listen to
music and dress in a fashion that
is otherwise 'not mainstream' or
'popular' and spend time with
each other. A home where the
First Amendment is held true."
According to Vatan, "Goth is
the dark elegance of society."
This dark elegance Vatan

speaks of flows through the air
at IGUN, and the mood is lighthearted, even with the extremely
loud, fast-paced music.
The atmosphere is elegant
because of the welcoming
patrons of IGUN, who consist
of a wide range of social groups
that all converge under one roof.
The patrons dance, socialize,
drink and stay out of other people's business, a major theme
for Vatan.
"I promote an environment of
safety." Vatan said of IGUN. "If
you don't want to have fun, go
home for the night and come
back next week."
Before moving to Sky Bar,
Vatan hejd the IGUN events at
Uptown for about five and a
half years.
He moved IGUN to Sky Bar in
March of last year.
The patrons of IGUN dance
to a variety of music including
techno, industrial and heavy
metal songs as different DIs
headline individual sets.
Vatan said IGUN draws in
nearly 300 to 400 people on
a typical Wednesday night at
Sky Bar.
"We cover a very eclectic base,
but it's mainly underground,"
Vatan said of the music of IGUN.
"The principle of IGUN is to get

people into the culture."
Many of the patrons don't
consider themselves "Goths,"
but unique instead.
"To me, it's freedom of expression," said IGUN patron Jason
Bezeau. "I enjoy the music
and being around people of
like mind."
Some of the patrons are
University students, but others
are from all over the area.
Vatan said IGUN attracts
people from across the United
States and over the world.
Some of the stereotypes of t he
"Goth" scene seem to be that
the people are hard to socialize
with. At IGUN, stereotypes such
as this are shattered due to the
fact that the patrons are friendly,
respectful and welcoming to
new faces.
Although he is called "The
Gothfather," Vatan considers
himselfa"Rivethead." According
to Vatan, his "You leave me alone,
I'll leave you alone" mentality is
the basis of being a "Rivethead."
According
to
Vatan,
"Rivetheads" and "Cybcrgoths"
are the main sub-groups that
frequent IGUN, but anyone
is welcome.
"Do what you want, and have
fun doing it," Vatan said. "Don't
hurt anyone in the process, and
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Howard's Club H
packs the weekend
Friday's edition of
a
Howard's show will bring
Stylex to stage, along with a
variety of local bands including The Press Gang. Ever We
Fall, Against the Fire and Paint.
by Number will be playing
Sunday night. All shows start
at 9 p.m.

Flute Fest at Moore
Musical Arts Center

lordin Flower BGNem

OUT AT NIGHT: Area clubbers attend Sky Bar's 'Goth night' for some
dancing. Sky Bar started Goth night last year in March.

if you do. just get out of the way."
Charles Screamingeagle, a
patron of IGUN, said Wednesday
nights at Sky Bar allow him to be
himself.
"It's
not
the
norm,"

Screamingeagle said. "It's
something different. It reaches inside of you and helps you
bring out things that maybe
you're afraid to bring out in
front of normal society."

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

Flutists will take center
stage for an 8 p.m. concert in
Bryan Recital Hall of BGSU's
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Featured performers will be
Nina Assimakopoulos from
BGSU, Katherine Kemler from
Louisiana State University
and Nancy Stagnina from the
Interlochen Arts Academy.
The concert, which is part of
the BGSU Flute Fest, is few
and open (0 the public.

2 Live Crew comes
to Bowling Green
Howard's Club H will host
a show by 2 Live Crew on
Thursday, Feb. 2 at 9 tun.

ITLSE
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Mustard Plug pump up
crowds with ska-punk

By lessica Zamarripa
•iPOIItl
This week, the Pulse checks the
• vitals of lenna Gable, president
oflJAO.

Year: Senior

By Corey Close
atOOB'(f

£1
JENNA GABLE
SENIOR

Major: IPC
Minor: Marketing

When Kick lohnson. bass player
of the long-running, ska-punk
band Muslard Plug describes
ska music to people who have
never heard it, they seem to
understand it a little better.
"If nobody lias a clue what's
going on with ska music, and
you say'fast dumbed-up reggae.'
people will say, Oh yeah, I get
it. "hesaid.
Mustard Plug will be playing
tomorrow night at Howard's
ClubH.
When Mustard Plug tours, the
band plays to a crowd size they
could not haveanticipated when
they got together nearly 15 years
ago In Gland Rapids, Mich.
Mustard Plug plays a very
well-defined version of ska
music, according to lead singer
Dave Kirchgessner.
"What my band does is a mixture of traditional |ska| mixed
with punk," he said. "We're
kind of a mish mash of that. We
combine the two to make our
own style."
Mustard Plug's most recent
release. "Masterpieces: 19912002," is described by the
band as an attempt to "commemorate their heart, dedication and monumental musical
achievement."
Drummer Nate Colin said
the album was a great effort by

Hometown: Defiance, OH
Why IPC? It was a good program for me. You were able
to land of create what path
you wanted to do within communications. They had several
different career focuses.
Why a Marketing minor? 1
thought that having a business
background as well would
make me more marketable
once 1 graduated. I wanted to
have something in a different
field its well.
What's the best class you
have this semester? I am
taking creativity in marketing
class. That's Marketing 425.

Photo Provided
ALL DRESSED UP: From L to R: Jim Hofer (trombone), Brandon Jenison (trumpet). Rick Johnson (bass), Nate
Cohn (drums), Colin Give (guitar) and Dave Kirchgessner (vxals) make up the band Mustard Plug.
the band.
"As a fan and now a member,
I think they did a hell of a job,"
Cohn said. "They picked the
songs that we like to play and
the songs the kids like to bear.
Mustard Plug got their start
at a ska show in Grand Rapids
in 1991. when Kirchgessner and
guitarist Colin Clive first met
and discussed starting a band.
The band has since undertaken numerous line up chang-

es and the list of bands they
have shared the stage with is a
changing who's who of ska and
punk music.
They have released four fulllength albums on Moon Ska
records, one of the most important and respected ska labels of
the 1990s.
Hopeless Records, a pioneering punk and hardcore
label, only releases albums
from one ska band. Mustard

What do you do in that class?
We arc learning how to think
outside of the box and to look
at problems in a new way to
come up with more innovative
solutions. It's kind of a unique
way of thinking.

Plug themselves.
What is most notable about
Mustard Plug is that they, unlike
many other ska bands of the
'90s, have not broken up.
In fact, according to the band,
they still tour more than most
other bands today and still give
the fans the show they want
to see.
Mustard Plug has also worked

What do you miss most about
home when you're at BG? I
miss my parents and my dog.
What's your dog's name? His
name is dark

MUSTARD, PAGE 9

What do you miss most about
BG when you're at home? I
miss my friends.

Coventry offers patrons a new taste
FOOD. FROM PAGE 7
worked on Coventry Road since
his very first job as the boy
behind the ice cream shop that
closed down many years ago.
After his sundae-making
days, he opened his own restaurant, which he cleverly named
after himself. Since it opened,
Tommy's has been a staple on
Coventry Road.
"There are like, a million
restaurants on this street,
but this is the only one like
this," Lisa Crosby, manager at
Tommy's, said.
Tommy's offers an enure vegetarian menu complete with torn,
granola. and vegan cookies.
"We don't just have specialty
foods, we have milkshakes and
stuff, too," Crosby said.
The menu also includes more
traditional options, like sand-

"There are like a
million restaurants
on this street, but
this is the only one
like this."

to be the
wiches
and
Centrum
salads.
Many
Theatcrwhere
of
Tommy's
Sundance
sandwiches are
films
were
named after the
local customers
showed,
Malloy's
who
ordered
maintains the
them back in
LISA CROSBY, TOMMYS MANAGER
elegant theatthe day. Today,
rical features
the restaurant
today — sort of.
caters to a large crowd.
The inside of the bar is still
"We get everyone from college
students to old people in here," adorned with red velvet curtains that draw the eye to the
Crosby said.
high ceiling where the old
In order to serve young
chandeliers and authentic gold
and old, Coventry offers a
leaf accents remain from the
wide selection of bars like the
past theater.
Winking Lizard, B-Side — a
But on the floor of the bar are
martini bar with an art deco
atmosphere — and McNulty's, rows of tables, each with their
own Xbox, all facing the huge
which was voted a top-pick by
theater screen.
the Cleveland llarhnppcr.
The biggest of the bars on
When the theater was built,
Coventry is sports bar Johnny
they had the finest screen sent
Malloy's. Housed in what used
in from London. Today, that

What's your least favorite thing about school?
Homework.

screen shows KSPN.
Coventry offers other cuisine highlights beyond alcohol. Dave's Cosmic Subs is a
hippie/rock-and-roll inspired
sandwich shop with 28 unique
sandwich options and Dave's
own Cosmic Sauce. Although
the Ohio-based franchise has
only been at Coventry for a year,
it's ambiance matches a store
that's been piling the toppings
on since the 1960s.
Guy's Pizza charges $1 for a
slice of pizza while Chipotle
sells all of the familiar
Mexican favorites.
For dessert, Strickland's on
Coventry has homemade ice
cream, and Caribou Coffee
warms dessert up with all the
coffee house favorites.
Be it hot or cold, new or old
— Coventry Road is one delicious quarter of a mile.

Do you have any siblings? I
have an older sister. Her name
is I Jndsey. She graduated from
BG two years ago.
Do you have any nicknames?
Grandma.
How did you get that nickname? My friends think I'm a
grandma. I act more mature
than most college students.
What's your favorite tood? I
love pasta. AnyUiing Italian.
What's your favorite book? 1
love "The Notebook"
What's your favorite animal?
I love dogs. I like all dogs, but
I especially like little small lap
dogs.

What's your favorite way to
spend a Sunday afternoon?
Watching 'Sex and the City"
with my girlfriends.
What do you do in your free
time? hi my free time I usually
am sleeping. I love to take naps,
or I do scrapbooking.
WhyUA0?IJAOwasagood
way to meet people who were
completely different than me.
There's lots of different backgrounds and it's a great way
to be involved on campus. Vie
• get a lot of time to work with
different groups on campus,
different other student organizations but as well as different
academic groups and administrators. It's just been an amazing experience.
What's your favorite UAO
event? I would have to go
with two so far. That would
be the lason Mraz concert,
and can I list three actually?
The Dashboard Confessional
concert and when Dane Cook
was here.
Why are those your favorites?
Not only were they sellout
crowds, but the energy of
everybody there was just
amazing. You could realty tell
that everyone there was enjoying themselves.
Do you have any other memorable moments from BGSU in
general? There are a couple.
This year, personally, my dad
was the parent of the year. That
was really exciting to have my
parents here. We got to sit up
in die President's box for the
football game. Homecoming
in general this year was also
memorable. I was lucky to be
on court and then we had the
Dashboard Confessional concert that was sold out.
What are you doing in the
future? I'm graduating in May
and I'm going to be moving
to New York City to do public
relations Ihat's something I'm
excited about.
What's coming up for UAO?
On Ian. 30 we have a person
named lane Elliott coming
and she's just famous for doing
experiments widi diversity.
She's going to be our Martin
Luther King speaker.

HOUSES AVAILABLE

sL*/oA"NfC£
AM Recede

$

fOO

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

PACKAG?

140 1/2Manville-2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.

CASH

614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

BEFORE

gPRWG BR£AKf<

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to Auqust
4, 2007

r

714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007

The BIGGEST Package In Town!

232 Lehman ■ 3BR 1 1/2 duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007

il 2 Resort style pools

^1 Washer and dryer in every apt.

il 3 Year-round hot tubs

^1 Private shuttle route to campus

il 3 High pressure tanning domes

*l No deposits Rent starts at S299

il 1 Huge 24-hr. Fitness center

bl Free high speed internet

bl 32" or Big Screen TV
w/furnished package

bl And much, much more!
THE ENCLAVE I & II

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

!

706 Napoleon Hd
419-353-5100
www collegeparkweb.com

327 E, Evers, |ft and ffB • Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
432 S. College. #A and #B - Duplex Limit 5 people total. Unit #A- $690.00 per month plus utilities.
Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus utilities. Garage
is shared between the units. Lease August 17,
2006 to August 4, 2007.
710 Eigth - 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 13, 2006 - May 5, 2007

I

J0HN

NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
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LIFE

OF

A MARRIED COLLEGE STUDENT
By Sarah Mowe

The couple dated a year and a
half before getting engaged.
Beginning al a young age. il
"We hadn't seen each other
seems like girls are implant- all summer, and he showed up
ed with the dream of one day and surprised me and said that
standing at the altar in a gor- he was going to take me out to
geous dress marrying the love lunch," Dummel said. "He has
a history of getting speeding
of their life.
This dream may seem light tickets, which always made me
years away for the average col- mad, and while we were drivlege student, but for 20-year-old ing we got pulled over.
"The policeman said that his
junior I-ricka Dummel, it has
license was being suspended,"
already become a reality.
Most people cannot even Dummel contintued. "It ended
fathom the idea of living a mar- up being a big setup, and
ried life right now, let alone Ithe proposall was recorded"
knowing the person they from the camera inside of the
want to spend the rest of their cop car."
Dummel obviously agreed to
life with.
the proposal, and the couple
The typical college student said their vows at a ceremony
spends their time worrying with 500 people in attendance.
about papers that arc due week
As far as her parents' perafter week, and what parties to spectives go, Dummel said they
attend over the weekends.
were apprehensive al first.
It's not a common occur"My parents both got marrence to plan out what to make ried young, and they both had
for dinner, or when to pay a regrets because of that," she
visit to the in-laws.
said. "My dad made me agree
Dummel, on the other hand, that if I was going to get marseems to be doing just fine. ried before graduating colThis summer will mark the lege, I was going to have to
second-year anniversary to her finish school. I'm keeping
23-year-old husband, Devin.
my promise."
BEPORItR

However, the married life
isn't all glitz and glamour.
Marrying early makes for a
harder financial situation, and
things that a single college
girl can do are basically out of
the question.
Dummel spends a decent
amount of time commuting to
Bowling Green from her home
in Findley and also works at an
insurance agency.
Doing chores such as cooking and cleaning arc only a
small portion of what a day in
her married life entails.
"It's different because you
have so many responsibilities,
and it's kind of sporadic," she
said. "Marriage changes your
life so much."
Dummel said many of the
changes marriage brought on
were expected and even welcomed, but that the hardest
MmniBoebei I
thing to adjust to was a life
without as much family inter- HAPPY IN LOVE: Ericka Dummel, 20, poses with the engagement ring her husband Devin bought her. The
couple have been married tor almost two years and will celebrate their anniversary tins summer
action as before.
"I have a lot of siblings and a
Dummcl's best advice for both responsible and hard- In- MIH' thai the person you re
little sister, and 1 feel like I've
missed out," she said. "It's hard young couples in love who working, then I would say you'll with is the person you warn
because I'm so close with my are considering marriage is to be just fine," she said. "It takes KI commit the resi of your
a lot of hard work, especially life to because ■< lot ol people
family. Here I'm 3 hours away be prepared.
"If you're in love and you're when you're in college, lust aren't read)
from them."

Howard's 'Plugs' up Eccentricity floods the streets of Cleveland
MUSTARD, FROM PAGE 8

to promote the genre they love
to play.
Kirchgessner came up with
the idea for the Ska is Dead Tour,
which has taken some of the
most well-established bands like
die Toasters and coupled them
with notable up-and-comers like
Big D and the Kids Table.
Kirchgessner thought the best
way to promote ska was to take
the best bands and tour them in
clubs and smaller venues around
the country.
Although the tour seems to
cater to an all-ska audience, the
bands all have different takes on
the genre.
The tour has successfully
completed its third year and
has been featured in maga-

zines like Amp and music
and movie Web sites such as
Underground Online.
According to those involved,
the tour shows no sign of slowing down or losing the interest
of cither the fans or the bands
who participate in them.
After 15 years, Mustard Plug
is still inspiring regional newcomers with a do-it-yourself
aesthetic, like Toledo's own The
Statements, who will be opening
for the band tomorrow night.
Clive said he doesn't think he
and Mustard Plug will stop playing their music any time in the
near future.
"Basically, what we do iscruise
along. From day one, we like
playing ska music and will continue to do so. lust write songs,
buy vans and drink beer."

COVENTRY, FROM PAGE 7

is only a small hole in the wall,
the narrow space slacks a basement and ground level worth
of common, interesting and
rare used books, with a special
balcony jammed with paperback science-fiction novels.
And for a crazy souvenir from
Coventry, Big Fun is the cool
person's junk shop.
Random old and new toys
are packed from top to bottom,
under, over and in items in order
to fit into the small building.
Big Fun will soon be moving
it's "Napoleon Dynamite" lunch
boxes, "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtle" pins, and inflatable
Stewies across the street to a
bigger place, so everything now

"It really is a mish-mosh of people, spirits
and beliefs. Come down any day and see
10 people of different walks. It's not a
homogenous group."

asauniquearrayofl IK records
and DVIX
CD/Game Exchange down
the corner sells newer Items,
Including video games and
systems thai people have
traded in.
Coventry is only one pan of
an eclectic .HIM ol t leveland
The road runs near I ase
Western Reserve University, the
of Coventry:
Cleveland Museum ol \n and
"It's about freespirit, com- the authentic neighborhood ol
munity, artistry, neighborhood, Little II.IK
livery cliche you can think of- it
"It really is a mish-mosh < il pet >
pie, spirits, and beliefs," Pressei
really rings Due,"
Eclectic items usually follow said. "Come down am d.u and

STEVE PRESSER. BIG FUN OWNER

is 50 percent off.
Other items sold include Atari
and Nintendo video games,
presidential paper dolls, a dashboard lesus and an assortment
of action figures from Star Wars,
G.I. Iocs, Transformers, and
wrestling stars.
The new location across the
street will be two times the size
of the cunent space, decorated
with well-known graffiti artists'
work across the 13-foot ceiling.
Instead of squeezing the

items in the room, there will be
sections for retro candy, army
and navy items, comic books,
custom iron-on T-shirts, and
baby gifts.
Steve I'resser, the "big cheese*
of Big Fun, said that the shop
embodies the same qualities

Double Your Space For A Lower Price
Rent Starting at $320.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
Large Capacity Washer and Dryer
Furnished and Unfurnished Units Available
Private Full Size Bath in Each Bedroom,
Plus a Guest Powder Room
Large Walk In Closets
Free Internet and Cable TV
Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
Huge Kitchen
A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and Big Enough to Use!
Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts

One week only. Call for Details.
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419.353.3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes
)

eclectic music, and Coventry
sells those, too
Record Revolution founded
in 1968— sells clothing. |ewelrj
and T-shirts from Independent
retailers across the U.S. as well
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BG Softball team
picked first in East
Hie BG Softball team has IKHMI
picked lo win the Mid-American
(inference Fast Division. The
I,ill mis received 66 poinls in tile
2(KW I>reseason Coaches Poll,
while defending league tournament champion Miami tallied 59.
IH i renirns 11 letterwinners and
seven starters from lasi war's 2930 (12-If) MAC) team.

Falcons a
step above

January 27,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

FALCON VICTORY

Jessica
Ameling
Am. Sports Editor

Wins this weekend
vital for post-season
Falcons look to earn
points against No. 19
lake Superior State

What makes a good team great?
I low do teams go from winning
games to winning championships?
Itie B(; women's basketball
team is currently in thai "great"
category Its 15-2,6-0 MidAmerican Conference record
speaks for itself.
I low did the falcons improve
from 12-16 in 2002-03, to 22-10
the next year and 23-8 lasl year?
Iheir success can be summed
up in three C's — recruiting,
coaching and chemistry.
The Falcons have a Pistonslike recruiting strategy. The
team's two leading scorers
—Ali Mann and Liz I lonegger
— weren't wanted by many bigname teams. Coach Curt Miller
said Mann's in-between guard

By Kevin Shields
R!POB TE R

and post size was an issue tor

many programs.
"She wasn't highly recruited
out ol high school,'' he said of
6-foot-l-inch Mann. "A lot of
people questioned if she had
the foot speed ai the major
conferences to play the three.
And they wondered if she was
tough enough and physical
enough to play the four."
But Mann's ability to shoot
from behind the arc and
handle the ball, but still post
up and rebound likea center,
have turned her into the team's
leading scorer, 14.8 PPG, and
rcbounder, 7.6.
Teammate I lonegger also
has something to prove. Her
older sister Uachael played basketball at Indiana University,
hut Liz wasn't recruited by Big
10 schools. When the BG won
Indiana's tournament earlier
this season. I lonegger made a
subtle point to doubters, earning tournament MVP honors.
Miller found two players who
still have that hunger, still feel
they have something to prove.
And both players will reach
1,000 points in their junior
years
Speaking of Miller, what
makes him so special? I le's
probably shorter than all
his players, and louder than
any announcer armed with
a microphone. What realty
makes him stand out, though,
is his type-A personality.
I le's demanding, liven
he admitted that despite, or
maybe because, his team is
forcing 20.2 turnovers per
game, he has grown to expect a
stop every time the falcons arc
on defense. I lis team can be up
by 25 points and if the opposing team gets an uncontested
shot or offensive rebound.
Miller is livid.
He meticulously prepares for
every game, and therefore so
does his team.
He's also emotional. When
his team went into the locker
room at half-time down by
three points to Ohio University
a week ago, the Bobcats starting chanting at the Falcon players in the tunnel. It was Miller
who spoke up, asking his team
if they were going to take it or
do something about it.
"I led the charge, Isayingl. If
they want us. they're going to
get us,'" Miller said.
Finally, this team has chemistry. Yes, it sounds cliche,
but in every player interview,
the closeness of the team is
brought up.
"Without a doubt, I think that
as good as we are on the floor,
as good as the players arc talentwise, we're best friends,'' junior
Julie Gompers said.
"This team is amazing,
we get along so well and I
wouldn't give it up for anything," Mann said.
Yes, these were quotes to
the media. Yes, they're a bit
cheesy.
But 1 believe it. Watch this
team long enough and you'll
believe it too.

HOCKEY

Stephanie I. Smith I he Daily Kent Stater

DEFENSE: Mawel Soler scored 20 points and grabbed 10 rebounds to lead Bowling Green lo
a 79-74 win over Kent State on last night. Martin Samarco scored 16 points for BG (8-10, 4-4
Mid-American Conference). John Floyd had 14 and Steven Wright added 13 off the bench.

With only nine games left in the
season, the Falcons know what
they must do if they want to
reach their goal ol a first round
bye in March's Central Collegiate
I lockey Association Tournament
— grab points and earn as many
wins as possible.
"A lot of teams have games
in hand on us so the games we
do play we have to earn points,
there's no question about it," B(i
coach Scott Paluch said.
The Falcons (12-14-11 currently sit eighth in theCCI1A at 8-11I, but are only two points away
from the fourth spot and that
bye they're looking for. I lowever.
they are also just one point away
from being on the road in the
first round and four points away
from second place in what has
been a wild season in theCCI IA.
Under the league's new playoff
format, seeds 1-1 get byes in the
first round with 5-8 hosting9-12
in a best of three series.
"I think our league has always
been tight," Paluch said of the
standings. "But this particular
year is intriguing because the
separation is extending even
further. We've always had usually two or three teams thattiave
separated themselves from the
pack either at the tup or the bottom. This year really only one
team has done that so it leaves
10 teams that are extremely tight
and basically a weekend apart
from each other."
One of those teams who is
vying for a top four spot and currently sits in a three-way tie for
fourth, just two ahead of BG, is
19th ranked lake Superior State.
The Falcons will be looking to
draw the teams even when they

face off widi the Lakers tonight
at 735 p.m. in Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich. Their two-game road series
will conclude tomorrow night
with a 7:05 p.m. face-off.
"We need to become a very
good road team down the
stretch," Paluch said of his team
that is 3-6-1 away from BG.
"We've put together some good
road games here before Friday |61 loss at Michigan] against Ohio
State, Western Michigan and in
the tournament over the break
and we need to get back to that
with us playing five of our last
eight league games on the road."
After this weekend, the Falcons
will return home for a Saturday
night game with non-league
opponent RIT [Rochester Institute
of Technology], before heading
to Alaska-Fairbanks for another
key (XI IA scries. With no points
being on the line next weekend,
getting three to four points on
the weekend against the lakers
is crucial, especially considering that die Lakers are among
the teams that have played two
less conference games than the
Falcons.
The lakers come into the
weekend witii a 12-7-5 record
and an 8-7-3 mark in the CCHA
under first-year coach |im Roque.
The long-time Lakers assistant
has taken his veteran-lead squad
from the bottom of the CCIIA a
year ago into a position their program and fans are more familiar
with — being a top team in the
league.
"They're a really good team."
Paluch said of Lake State. "They're
scoring a little bit more. Their
power play is a lot more dangerous than its been. They've had
the outstanding defense and outstandinggoaltending, and they've
been very good at home."
I lome has also been good to
the Falcons as Saturday's 5-2 win
HOCKEr. PAGE 11

Super Bowl XL planners come to BGSU
University should be, more
than a classroom education."
Maxwell was the sports
information manager at the
By Dan Myers
University, which put him in
WORTH!
contact with public relations
While many alumni bring representatives from NFL
their families when they teams.
return to BGSU, 1970 graduOne of those contacts paid
ate Dick Maxwell brought off— Bob Peck, public relathe NFL.
tions director for the Denver
Maxwell, who is the chief Broncos, called Maxwell up
liaison between the NFL and six months after getting his
its television rights holders, degree from the University.
got the ball rolling on a qucs"I lucked out," Maxwell
tion-and-answer
said. "That usually
session held last
doesn't happen."
night
between
He said he had
University stuno idea why he was
dents and the chid
offered the position
planners of this
of assistant director
year's Super Bowl.
of public relations for
"It seemed that
the Broncos.
since the Super
"Maybe because I
DICK
Bowl wasinDet roil,
camecheap," Maxwell
it made sense to do
MAXWELL
said with a laugh.
something a little
"He said, 'I can only
special |in Bowling
offer you $8,000 and a
Green]," Maxwell said.
Dodge Duster."
Thirty-six years after gradWithout his time at BGSU,
uating with a degree in jour- he said. "I would not have
nalism, he still has a soft spot had the opportunity to do
for the University.
these types of things,"
Whenever work takes
His work in NFL, which
Maxwell to Detroit or has lasted 31 years, left an
Cleveland, he asks to speak impression on his daughter,
in a class at BGSU, said Dr. Erin.
lacquelyn Cuneen, profesErin is a freshman at BGSU
sor in the School of Human majoring in sports manageMovement, SportandLeisure ment. She said she chose her
Studies.
major because she grew up
"BowlingGreen represents watching her father make an
the very best a University impression on the NFL.
should be." Maxwell said. "|l
"He's such a people pergot] more than a classroom
education — that's what a
MAXWELl.PAGE 11

Alumnus gives back
to University with
panel discussion

lason Rmtiwr BGNem
SUPER PANEL: A panel ol NFL executives, including BG alumnus Dick Maxwell, spoke at Olscamp last night.
BGSU's Sports Management Alliance hosted the event.

Panel gives students
perspective on impact,
influence of big game
By Heather Riedel
R[PO RIE R

"The Super Bowl is more than
just a game ... can you think of
another moment... where everyone is glued to the television?
Everything stops. It all comes
down to one day."
After all the introductions were
made by Stephanie Serda. president of the Sport Management
Alliance, this is how Frank
Supovit/. kicked off the NFLs
panel presentation in Olscamp
last night lo a lecture hall filled
with roughly 250 students and
faculty.
Supovitz, head of the NFLs
Special Events and is in charge
of the Super Bowl operations,
tried to help audience members
truly feel the emotional rush that

comes with planning the world's
biggest sporting event.
"Some people will get in [the
stadium], many will not. Most of
them just want to be around the
atmosphere," Supovitz said.
The six other members of the
panel included Pete Abitante
— who oversees media for the
big game, Kit nberly Fields—who
helps in community events, Leslie
Hammond — who works with
media requests, Dick Maxwell
— BGSU alumnus and the main
connection between the NFL and
ABC this year, Paul Ridgeway —
in charge of transportation at the
game, and David Tossell — who
represents the NFL in Europe,
In the timespan of one week.
Detroit, which is the home of
Super Bowl XL will become the
talk of the town, the country and
the worid and these people mentioned above are the ones who
have been putting it all together.
"The Super Bowl is an inter-

national event. The majority of
people watching it is watching it
for the entertainment," Supovitz
said. "What we really want to do
is put on the very best show we
can for our viewers."
Tossell, who is based in
London and offers the international perspective of Super Bowl
XL described the parties that will
be held in Europe in celebration
of the Super Bowl.
"There's no sports event in
Europe that is like the Super Bowl.
We run big parties in Europe and
we try to create the same feel as
the sports and entertainment ...
In London, We have a party that
is going to start about three hours
before the game," Tossell said.
"The game kicks off just before
midnight in Europe and people
stay up all night to watch it."
Tossell added that the parties
include DJs and performances
by bands that are big in Europe
NFL. PAGE 11
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Federals chances looking up
By John Pye
THE ASSOCIAIE0 PRESS

MELBOURNE, Australia - Look
al what happens when Andre
Agassi, Rafael Nadal and Marat
Safin don't show up because of
injuries, and Andy Roddick and
Ueyton I lewitt lose in the early
rounds.
Top-ranked Roger federer
went from a strong favorite to
an overwhelming choice to win
the Australian Open title when
his closest contender lost yesterday to an excitable 20-yearold from Cyprus.
If Federer defeats 21 st-seeded
Nicolas Kiefer in today's other
semifinal, he'll face former
junior world champion Marcos
Baghdalis in Sunday's championship match.
Baghdatis
rallied
to
oust fourth-seeded David
Nalbandian 3-6, 5-7, 6-3. 6-4.
6-4, winning 17 of the last 21

Rick Stewns AP Photo

IN CONTROL: Rodger Federer of Switzerland returns a shot during his
quarterfinals match against Nikolay Davydenko ot Russia.
points and enduring a break for
a late storm when he was three
points from winning.
"Everything is first time here:
Getting to the quarters was the

first time, getting to the semis
was the first time, getting to the
final — I hope it continues,"
said Baghdatis, who had many
Australians of Greek heritage,

all dressed in blue, chanting for
him inside Rod Liver Arena.
Nalbandian, the Masters Cup
champion and 2002 Wimbledon
finalist, is the last man — and
one of only four in 2005 — to
beat Federer.
Baghdatis aims to be the
next.
"I believe it, my coach
believes it. the guys 1 work with
believe, my parents believe it,"
said Baghdatis, ranked 54th.
"I have worked for that ... I'm
very proud of myself... it's been
amazing."
The women's finalists were
determined yesterday, with
eighth-seeded lustine lleninllardenne and No. 3 Amclie
Mauresmo winning semifinal
matches.
Kim Clijsters. who ensured
she'll replace Lindsay Davenport
at No. 1 in the new rankings
when she defeated Martina

I lingis in the quarterfinals, limped
off with an injured right ankle
while trailing Mauresmo 5-7,6-2,
3-2 and 15-love.
Clijsters left Melbourne Park in
a wheelchair, and site will be sidelined at least two months after
tearing a ligament in her ankle.
Her fellow Belgian, HcninI lardenne,
extended
her
Australian Open winning streak
to 13 matches by ousting 2004
Wimbledon winner
Maria
Sharapova 4-6. 6-1, 6-4. Ileninllanlcnnc. who had missed two
months beginning late last year
with hamstring problems, will be
seeking a fifth major title.
Sharapova, who had missed
tiro months with an injured
shoulder, said she'd done better
than expected and had a pointed message for critics who say
she chokes in tight siniations.
Sharapova alto lost in the semis
at three majors in 2005.

Erin Maxwell
follows in her
dad's footsteps
MAXWELL, FROM PAGE 10
son and everyone in the league
speaks highly of him," she said.
She would love to work for an
NFL team in public relations, she
said, and she already lias a head
stan — Erin will work in the press
box at Super Bowl XI. on feb 5.
Both father and daughter said
they have hopes for what the presentation would do for the 250
students who attended last night.
"I think it's great they're coming
in and letting everyone knew wiiat
the Super Bowl brings to the community |of Detroit)," Erin said.
Dick Maxwell, on (he other
hand, had broader aspirations.
"I hope it's something positive
coming out of this for the students." he said. "Hopefully it'll
show that if you choose a path
going into sports, the sky's the
limit."

BG's Unger injured

NFL executives inspire student audience

HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 10

NFL, FROM PAGE 10

over Michigan brought its home
record to 5-3 in their last eight
games at the BGSU Ice Arena.
The fourth ranked scoring team
in the nation 13.70 goals a game|,
the Falcons averaged 4.31 goals
a game at home this season, but
only 2.8 on the road.
That mark will be tough to
improve upon, as the Falcons will
be facing one of the top goalies
in the nation, It-fl lakaitis, who
comes in allowing an average of
only 1.87 goals per game.
In front of lakaitis, the Lakers
play very disciplined defense,
taking few penalties and allowing
their opponent limited scoring
opportunities on the net.
BG will need to continue to get
good solid play out of all four lines
and use its best defensive strategy to keep goalies Ion llorrell
and limmy Spratt from seeing a
lot of activity.
"When we have the puck offensively, we're just a better defensive team," Paluch said. "If we're

protecting it |the puck|, if we're
regaining it and then protecting it
making strong plays offensively,
it just eliminates the time other
teams have opportunities against
us."
Some of BG's other stars will
be looked at to help protect die
puck this weekend as BG may be
without its top puck protector,
lames Unger, who was sidelined
Saturday after sustaining an injury to the ribs in the first period.
Despite the setback, emotions have been running high in
practice after the team's first win
over Michigan since 2002 and the
confidence is there after heating
their sixth ranked team on the
season.
"Practice is going well and
we're having a lot of fun," BG forward Brandon Svendson said.
"Hopefully we can keep something going here. I.ake isa strong
team. They work hard and to go
up there and get a win we'll have
to out-work them. Every battle
for the puck is going to be intense
and it'll be a great series."

at the present time.
Most people all over the world
are somehow a part of the Super
Bowl, whether they an- watching it on TV at home, with their
friends at a bar or watching it
from inside the stadium. The
panel focused on how customer
service plays a huge role when
planning and organizing a Super
Bowl.
"I think success is always in

Visit Online
www.meccobg.com

II- lll/Mlr

710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 txlrm tpt.

Dishwashcr/GarbagcDisposal
A.C/washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

/(fEfcCA
Management inc.
40.1/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrnTTwnh
1 balh/ close to downtown

Management Inc.
2IS E. Poe
Eff. I bdrm / 2 bdrms
Starting al $25.Vmo
Laundry on site

15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh Si.
Two slory duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

"It really inspired me to actually go out and look at the NFL
for a career." said Najpaver. who
belongs to the SMA.
A favorite amongst the crowd
was Maxwell, a BGSU alumnus
with a journalism degree. "If you

Coll 353 5800

Management Inc.

"Home away from Home"

panel had to say

can write well, that's a lost art,"
he told the crowd.
And ultimately, just having
representatives from the world's
biggest Spotting event on campus gave students a vision of
success that they could model
themselves after.
"They are proof that anybody
can do what they want to do,"
Burtch said. "I laving a BG graduate is die best part about it. The
NFL wanted to speak to us, dial's
pretty cool."

Now Renting for

/tfEfcCA

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

Don't lei anyone discourage
you/* fields said. "It's going to get
hard and it's going to be hard."
lim Najpaver and Mike Bunch
were just two of die students
who were inspired by what the

Management Inc.

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Avc
I & 2 bdrms / 3 txlrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Gar huge Disposal
Air Condilion/Washcr/Drycr*. in
2/3 bdrm./Interne! special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

the deals... whether it's a female
reporter who is breast feeding
her baby who says, 'Is then' ,i
place I can go to feed my baby
at halftime?' We'll do that.
That's what sets the NFL apart."
Abitante said.
Aside from the customer services that the panel discussed,
they had a lot of (xisitive advice
to give to the students.
"Don't let dial first 'no' make
you change your mind or what
you want to do in your heart.

Stop by the Office
cil 1045 N Main Si
or check websile
www.meccobg.com

for complete listing

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Frt 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

^^

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

Black Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm
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Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

pB&*

brought to you by

Accompanist wanted lor
Lutheran Church in Waterville.
Interested person call 419-878-0266
Fort Meigs YMCA currently hiring for
before & after school child care at
our Bowling Green & Perrysburg locations. Must have some experience
working with children. If interested,
please send a resume & availability
tO SWet24^ta^n..aaafPl<*rin "fQ
OT fill
out an application at 13415 Eckel
Junction Rd. Perrysburg OH 43551.
VAN DRIVER - pan lime Prov.de
transportation to & Irom social services agency Must be between the
ages of 21 65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record 10-19 hours a week. Must
be available from 200- 4:00 p.m. &

5:00- 9:00 p.m. M-F
Salary
$7.69/hr. Submit resume and cover
letter to marcystScrc.wcnet.org or
Children's Resource Center. PO
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH
43402
We pay up to $75 per online survey
www.myspendingcash.com

For Sale

(Vincent ^l)an 4faqh
only sold one painting in his lifetime,
and that was to his brother

1997 S10 lor sale
$2500 or best otter 120 k miles.

Please call 513-543-6795.
Antique refrigerator Excellent condition, would be great tor a secondary
Iridge Call Tom 419-618-4055

For Rent
Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Home ot the slutted breadslick
DRINK SPECIALS DAILY'
440 E COURT ST

" Houses & Apts Nfljy . 06-07 All
close to campus, low as $199.00
mo. Quiet, close to downtown
Updates Avail. @CARTYRENTALS
COM or call 353-0325 9am-9pm
2bdrm. house, WD hookup.
storage shed $525'mo + util.

352-9638

City Events
THE HUGEWORLD PROJECT
At The Fishbowl. 117 E Woosler
This Fri.. Jan 27 - 10 30 pm

419-353-1556.

Services Offered
Tired ot eating at Paghai's Pizza..
Try Campus Pollyeyes 440 E. Court
352-9638. This Weekend

wvm.mys««.com.'|hehufl9woflfl
Help Wanted
Travel

'BARTENDING' up to $300 Ony No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

SPRING BREAK 2006
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
5,6,7 night packages
www.sprlngbreakpcb.com
Spring Break Panama City From
$199' Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk, Holiday Inni Free Parly Package, Food at MTVu Party Tentl Bahamas Cruise $299. Daytona $179,
Cancun. Acapulco, Nassau $599!
SprlngBreakTravel.com
800-678-6386

Chemistry background, part time, to
make simple litrations ot 50% Sulfuric Acid. Number ot hours & work
schedule to malch availability. Small
company located 8 miles north ot
BGSU. Contact Gramm Industries at
tel 419-872-7632 or tax 419-8727634.
Play Costume Educational Characters tor preschool, grade school
children in BG area Call Bob 614348-5278

3 bdrm house avail in May 12 mo.
lease W/D hook-up. new turnace.
no pets Call lor more into 419-3548146, after 3pm.
3 bdrm . AC. W/D. close to campus/
downtown Recently remod. Avail in
Aug $1200 mo 419-308-1242.
3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683
Grad /Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead' Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2M - F
www.bgaoartrrientiLCflm
LG 2 BR FURN APT, CLEAN,
QUIET. CLOSE. A/C AVAIL 8/15/06
CALL 352-1104.

SERVING

I-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
SINCE 1972

On selected floor plans

LG 2 BR FURN TOWNHOUSE.
VAULTED CEILINGS.
SPIRAL
STAIRCASE, GARAGE. DWASH.
A/C CALL 352-1104
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11 Nero s outfit
12 Talked-about couple
13 Charlie Brown's expletive
18 In a frenzy
19 PC or Mac people
24 Harrumph!
25 Writing tablets
21 Maned antelope
28 Trompe P
29 Polo of -Meet ti 9
Parents"

■
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'

30 Coup d'_
31 City near Phoenix

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
31

Athlete's on-field personal greeting
Guam seaport
Glossy
Deliberates
Drunkard
Laudanum, e.g.
Chew noisily
Eastern nanny
Apprehend

10 Delivery of some pitch-

■

LL

1

'

1

n

45 Aromatic annual plant
47
48
52
55

Fish stick?
See 39A
Louvers
Problem with a chain

57 Pinch pennies
60 Interlaken's river
61 Lucky charm

62
63
64
65

Asian range
Muffin choice
Embodiment of grace
Lucy's husband and son

Self-regard
Yoga position
Tax shelter letters
With 48A. pinch pennies
Divvy up
Foyer coverage

SaniJis

• Patio

REE HEAT-
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J
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Himalayan legends
Wild guess
Story teller
Taj Mahal site
Be certain
Ambulance grp.
Singing the blues
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'frjarm/Jie /¥ 4*3-414
906 INTKHS1 All IlWVr.
Exit 159 Comer of I--3 and Rt 224

ALL STADIUM SEATING

Party room available f.ir birthday
partiaa or .mall uruupa
' -II for Information

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

.'.

010RY ROAD IMS)
1154 10705945
CHEAPER (V THE DOZEN 2<ra) 1X315
7 009 30
FUN WITH DICH t JANE trO-t]| 100310
5 20 7 30 9 40
KING KONG |PG 131
4:00
CHrHMICLES OF NARNIA THE LION. THE
wTTCR AM) THE WMDnOK |rS| 1 00 4 00 7 20
WALK THE LINE iro II)
120 7 45
•48. MOMM'S HOUSE 2 (P6-il| 1 45 4 30
7 009 30
AHNAP0U»tP0-lll
I 30415710945
NANNY MCPHEEini I M 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000
. UN0ERW0RID EVOLUTION l«l 1 30 4:15
7 00*30
LAST HOLIDAY |rO-il| 130420715950
TRISTAN 4 ISOLDE IK-III
105 710
HOODWINKED (Ml I 00 3 00 5 00 7 00 9 45
HOSTElim
4I59S5

«

»« ™™m 352-5166 Almonds

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

MHmrnaaSUT«iiiunAii.mo<niijo
THE RINGER (PS-IS)

5 00 7 00 910

AEONFlUIIPS-111

5 30 7 30*40
520 7 20*30

JUST FRIENDS IPS-IS)
WALK THE UNI |P6-l31
FUGHTPLArl (PS-Ill
RUI»ORHASiT...|PB-1l|

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445E.Wooster
Bowling Greon, OH
4 3402
419«2.07I7

Hours:
Mon Fri 9rtm Spin

Saturday 9am- Ipm

www.greenbnarre.
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 bedroom, houses
1 & 2 bedroom, aparlmenls.
Available Aug. Call 419-308-2457.

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm 4 studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590

Low Monthly Rental*

Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts available in se-

$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract

3/4 bdrm. apts. recently remodeled.
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed. Call 419-308-3525
10am- 10pm 619 High St.
3/4 bdrm. house. $825 per mo. +
util
Available now or May.
Ph 419-937-2215 or 419-934-0128.
34 bedrm, available May. $900 mo
640 S. Summit St.
419-308-9905
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

rene, park-like setting Includes
dishwasher, heat, water S trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Copper Beech townhouse Private
bdrm/bathrm, tree cabkvDSL internet $313 75 mo. plus 1/4 elec 8 water. Immed. occup. (440) 328-9074.
FOR RENT: 2 BR. near BGSU.
2 BR apt. , turn, w/ cable. Across
from BGSU. Avail. 1st ol the year.
$680 mo. JBIand16@aol.com or
(415)420-1607.
Grad/Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washinglon Street

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S25" TV. Call 419-352-1520.

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.hiohlandmamt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

Supercab

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Please Call 419-352-5211.
Next School Year
3 bedrm house, close to campus.
419-265-1061 or 419-352-4773.
Retired teacher and professor will
share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo.includes all utilities Call after 7
and leave message (419)352-5523.
Sublease at the Enclave.
Discounted price $275/mo for furn.
apt. Male or Female. No long term
lease required Available now. Rest
of Jan. is free Contact John Ostroske at J.D.ostroske@gmail.com
or (440) 241-3958
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP.for
beautiful condo in quiet neighborhood, close to campus. Subleaser
fee and deposit paid! 2 brm , 2 full
baths, PETS ALLOWED! CALL
ERIN 419-575-4225
Subleaser needed May - Aug.
Copper Beach. 3-4 person unit.
Fully turn., cheap utilities, pets allowed. Contact 419-217-0935.
Subleaser needed May-Aug. 530 S
Main-big spacious apt. parking, included $282 50 + util. 419-217-7833
Subleaser Needed.

11:30- Conremporan'
Senice
2O0 North Summit street
Rating t inn., (Wo 4M02-2527
Phonc419O5W03l
rix4IM5J.519l
I iruil trinityvtiStcnetorg

Big. Spacious House.
$325 mo & utilities. 330-701-8575
WELL MAINTAINED
2 BEDROOM APTS.
5th a 7th STREETS. 352-3445
Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.coff.

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listingl

1045 N. Main Suite 7B

GREENBRIAR, INC.

1
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Substitutions Allowed

4 00 700940
510 7:20930
510710*20
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- Lunch Fri. • Sat • Sun

*29S.OO/mo.

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

V

|

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths. 2 People

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006*

1

a
H 0

1

55 -5 Minimum

419-352-7691

• Fully Furnished '
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits
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(419)707-2525
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California White
PISRN€LLO'S I We
Suggest Ck, Broccoli,

Only $3 per person
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Artillery piece
Rugged walk
Dry red wine
Reducing plans
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Late night
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday

:

-*419 353 IVX*161 S. Main ■ Bowling Green

43
45
46
48
49

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS

• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

42 Guilty act

ANSWERS
s

t

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

40 Made of clay
41 Winter coat

56 Assistant

34 See23A
35
36
38
39
42
44

34 Hellenic vowel
o.ash

37 Assn

51
52
53
54
55
58
59

32 Ice cream ingredient

Hinged fasteners
Sultanate on the Arabian Sea
Begin moving
Ice house?
Endangered cat
Smidgen
Pinch pennies
One way to store data
Supersonic unit
Clothes lines?
With 34A. pmch pennies
Soup spheroid
Libertine
Strangler's device
Wetland

33 Go wherever
36

Bowline) Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@mecccibg com

